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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

The Nihpngo tutorial system presented here is an intelligent
tutorial system designed to use a computer to assist scientists and
engineers in developing reading competence in technical Japanese. It
is comprised of three applications: the Nihongo Tutor, the Parse Tree
Editor and the Administrator. The Nihongo Tutor provides useful
information about an article, such as an English translation, syntax
and pronunciation, to help the student to comprehend the text of a
personalized lesson. It also records the student's performance into
his personal database which reflects his current Japanese language
proficiency. The Administrator uses the personal data of a student to
assign an article that is related to his technical interests and at his
current level of Japanese competence. The Parse Tree Editor is used
to prepare technical articles for the tutorial system by incorporating
semantic, syntactic, phonetic and morphological information into the
parse tree of a sentence in each article.
The tutorial system is structured to work in an operational
model that integrates the functions of the three applications together.
The model is composed of three phases: text preparation, article
selection and text comprehension. These phases are performed by
the Parse Tree Editor, the Administrator, and the Nihongo Tutor
respectively. The Administrator and the Nihongo Tutor form the
management system for the tutorial system since they record the
progress Of the student and store other information that aids in
determining the next lesson for the student.

Description of the Operational Model
Figure I presents the operational model for the Nihohgb
tutorial system. The dashed lines in figure I reveal the interaction
between the applications. The model shows how a student goes
through the process of studying an article by using the tutorial
system. A typical user of the tutorial system has to go through the
article selection and text comprehension phases repetitively.
However, he does not need to be concerned about the text
preparation phase since it should be managed by the system
.'Supervisor'.
_;'y;; : "■
Article Selection
The Administrator receives personal information about each
student from the Nihongo Tutor and selects a technical article for the
student as the next lesson. This article must conform with the
student’s technical interests (or profession) and his current Japanese
language proficiency. The Administrator searches through the list of
articles prepared using the Parse Tree Editor until it finds an article
that is appropriate for the Student. The searchingalgorithm is based
on matching the lexemes of each article with the student’s
Competence information stored in his personal database. Since the
task of article Selection is personalized, each student has a unique
password in order to access and use the Administrator. Once the
Administrator succeeds in making an assignment, it informs the
Nihongo Tutor about the article name so that the tutor can choose the
right article for the student to study.

Administrator
Student enters
password

Assign technical
article
Articles in
internal format
Retrieve
personal lesson

Parse Tree
Editor

Comprehend
text

Record
performance

Finish
lesson?

Nihongo
Tutor

Figure I. Operational Model of the Nihongo Tutorial System

In summary, the functions of the Administrator are as follows:
• select a technical article for the student based on his current
Japanese competence and technical interests,
• inform t h e Nihongo Tutorabout the lesson assigned,
• receive student information from the Nihongo tutor and use
it for article selection.
Text Comprehensipn
Whenever a student logs on to the Nihongo Tutor, he must
provide his user
name so that thetutor can retrievethe article
assigned by the Administrator as his lesson. If the student needs
help while studying an article, he can use the translation facilities
provided by the Nihongo Tutor. If the tutor provides translation
information or readings, it will update the student's personal
database to record which material he has had difficulty
comprehending. As a result, the student's database Will reflect his
current Japanese language proficiency. Once the student finishes
studying an article, he should use the Administrator again to select
the article for his next lesson.
In summary, the functions of the Nihongo Tutor are as follows:
• provide technical articles (which are prepared
Parse Tree Editor) for the studerit to study,

using the

• assist the student in studying Japanese articles by providing
useful translation facilities,•
• update the student personal database (which reflects his
current Japanese competence) to be used by the
Administrator for article selection.

Text Preparation
The tutorial system must be able to provide a large number of
articles categorized under different technical disciplines so that each
student can study articles that are related to his own profession. It is
the task of the Parse Tree Editor to prepare these technical articles
by transforming useful information about each article into an
internal format that can be utilized by the Nihongo Tutor and the
Administrator. In particular, it incorporates the semantic, syntactic
and phonetic information into an augmented parse tree of each
sentence in an article. It also keeps the lexemes of each sentence in a
list so that the Administrator can compare them with the information
stored in the student’s database during the article selection phrase.
In summary, the functions of the Parse Tree Editor are as
follows:
• prepare technical articles (in an internal format) for the
tutorial system,
• provide translation information (semantic, syntactic and
phonetic) about each article for the Nihongo Tutor,•
• provide lexical information (lexemes) about each article for
the Administratbr.
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The Administrator is an application designed to do the
following:•
• select an article based on the user’s current Japanese
language competence and his technical interests
• access and update system files
The privilege of managing system files is limited to the system
supervisor. The following sections give descriptions about the
functions of the Administrator as well as some examples for
illustration. Notes are given at points that need special attention.

2.1

Overview

The Administrator provides three menus for the user as well as
a special menu, called the “Database” menu, for the system
supervisor. A typical user will find himself using the “!Pile” meriu
most of the time. The main menus are as follows:
Apple Menu. The apple menu allows the user to select one of the
standard desk accessories available from the Macintosh system.
File Menu. The file menu allows the user to select an article based on
his current Japanese language competence and technical interests.
This menu contains one single command, called “Enter Username”,
which is used to retrieve the article assigned to a user to study.
Note: The “Database” menu can be accessed by entering the special
password reserved for the system supervisor.
Edit Menu. The edit menu allows the user to do standard text editing.
This menu is currently disabled.
Database Menu; This menu provides the system supervisor with
useful facilities for updating systetn files. This menu is usually
invisible for the typical user. A special password must be entered
before this menu can be used. The commands that this menu
contains, as shown in figure 2, are as follows:
— Technical Field
Access and update records in the “Technical fields” file that
keeps information about the list of technical articles
available in the system.
User Record
Access and update records in the “Users” file that keeps
information about each individual user of the system.

File Edit
TechnicalField
UserRecord
UserSeIection
User Database
Exit

88A

Figure 2. The Database Menu

User Seleetion
Access and update records in the “User Selection” file that
keeps information about the technical articles assigned to
the users.
User Database
Access and update records in a user’s personal database file
that keeps information about what a user currently does
and does not know.

2.2 Article Selection
The Administrator selects an article for a user based on his
current Japanese competence and his technical interests. The first
time that a new user uses the Nihongo tutorial system, he will be
requested to select a technical area so that articles in this area can be
assigned for him to study. If the user has already used the system,
new technical articles will be assigned according to his current
Japanese language competence.
The following examples describe the steps necessary to use the
Administrator to select articles as a new or old user.
Example I . Selecting an Article as a New User
(a) Choose “ Enter UserName” from the “File” menu. Enter the
user name and click the Ok button (see figure 3).
(b) A dialog box then appears showing all the main technical
topics available. The user should click the Down-Level
button to obtain more information about the sub-topics of
a main topic. The Up-Level button can be clicked to
obtained more information about the main topic of a subtopic. Once a specific technical area is selected, the Ok
button should be clicked. As a new user, the user will be
assigned the first article as an introductory lesson (see
figure 4).
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(a) Choose "Enter UserName"

A.
/! \

Please enter your user name:
NeIsbnLeung
[Cancel]

■
(b) Enter user name

Figure 3. An Example of Selecting an Article as a New User
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Example 2. Seleeting an Article as an Old Llser
After entering the user name, the user will be prompted
to confirm his technical area of interest as an old user.
(a) If the user intends to keep his technical area of interest, he
should click the Ok button and the Administrator will
attempt to search for an article in this area that matches
his current Japanese language proficiency (see figure 5).
There will be a comparison between the material stored in
his personal database and that of the technical articles to
find an article at the appropriate level ofdifficulty. If the
user does not want to study the article assigned by the
Administrator, he can manually override the assignment
by clicking the Down-Level or Up-Level button to get other
articles that are easier Or more difficult than the current
one.
(b) If the user wants to change his technical areas of interest,
he can do so by clicking the No button. The system will
then go through the process of selecting an article in a new
technical area as outlined in example I.

14
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Your area of interest is Kinetics.
Poyouw anttO keepit?!
(

No

Cancel

(a) Confirm the technical area

User Information:

NeIson Leung

TechnicaiArea
Kinetics
AfIicIeArea
Kinetics
Last File OfAccess
Kineticst
Last Time ofAccess 1990^1 i 21 B BBIB 2:31 PM

ArticIeFiIe
Knownarea
Reviewarea
Newarea
[ Cancel ]

Kineticsl
57%
30%
12%
f Uowr= L^vei

.(b) Comparison of personal database with article material
Figure 5. An Example of Selecting an Article as an Old User

2.3

System Files Management

The system supervisor has
and updating system files by
“Database” menu. There are four
keep important information about
these files are as follows:

the special privilege of accessing
using commands available in the
different types of system files that
the tutorial system. The content of

— Technical Fields
Irtfdrniation about articles available in each technical area
and the relationship between the main topics and subtopics.
— User Record
Information about each individual user such as his technical
interests, the article name of his last lesson, etc (see figure
6).
— User Selection
Information about the current articles assigned to the users
(see figure 7).
— User Database

'

Information about the current Japanese language
proficiency of a user. The supervisor can enter a user’s name
in order the access his database file. The information is
stored in two areas: the Well-known area and the Unfamiliar
area (see figure 8).
Note: The user database file is also
manipulated by the Nihongo Tutor.

automatically
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User Record Information
Currentyalue

New Value

UserName

Nelson Leung

Nelson Leung

TechnicaIArea

Kinetics

Kinetics

Article Area

Kinetics

Kinetics

Last access file

Kineticsl

KineticsT

Last access time

1990^2^

Current Time
?;

9 0 #B£B 5:07
[ Add
’ Cancel

'

Change

.

Retrieve

Delete
•

■■

I:

Figure 6. A Record of the User Record File
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User Selection information
:

/ ■■ '

New value

Current Value

UserName

NeIsonLeung

|Nelson Leung

Article File

Kineticsl

Kineticsl

" ----- ---------- “ r-- -----—---—
Add
[ GanCeI ’

Change
■
' •■■
' : V ' ■■•-

———
—---Delete
' -

{Retrieve

I.

Figure 7. A Record of the User Selection File
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Reading -
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Cancel
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"
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[ Delete
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ITHm

WeIIKnownArea
(a) Well-Known area

User ' Nelson Leung" Database Information
Current Value
Chara cter/Word

New Value
' tT c

t Tc

Reading
\ r'

;

Counter

Add

Change

[ C ancel)

Delete )

UnfamiIiarArea

( Retrieve ]
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(b) Unfamiliar area
Figure 8. The Records of a User Database File
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Using the commandsavailable in
the “Database” menu, the
supervisor can retrieve records in the system files and perform
update operations
such asadd,change, and delete. The following
example illustrates how to update the “Technical Fields” file.
Example 3. Update the “Technical Fields” file
The system supervisor should use the password for
accessing the “Database” menu.
(a) Choose “Technical Field” from the “Database” menu. The
records stored in this system file will be retrieved and
displayed in a dialog box as shown in figure 9. Click the
Retrieve button to see the next record.
(b) To change certain fields of a record, simply enter the new
contents in t h e “New
Value” box and click the Change
button (see figure 10).
(c) To insert a new record, enter all the new fields in the ‘New
Value” box and click the Add button (see figure 11).

File Edit Database:
T^«::iirii*:ar Fiei-:i
UserRecord
UserSelection
UserDatabase
Exit

§€A

(a) Choose "Technical Field"

Technical Field Information
CurrentVaIue
New Value
^'

'V';..-;.

TechnicaIArea

Physics

Physics

ArticIeArea

Physics

Physics

First Index

1

1

Last Index

1

ChiIdNodes

23

ParentNode

O

Add

j

[ Cancel *
(b)

Change)

Delete

It OK Jl
File information about a technical area

Figure 9. Retrieving a Record in the Technical Fields File
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New Value
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TechnicalArea
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Kinematics

ArtieIeArea

Kinematics

Kinematics

1

I ;

First Index
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ChiIdNodes
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.
.
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;

tt/

/./
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Delete
I
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Figure 10. Modifying a Record in the Technical Fields File
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TechnieaIFleIdInfomnation
Current Value
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TechnjcalArea

Kinetics

ArticIeArea

Kinetics

First Index
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Last Index

3

Child Nodes

Nil

Parent Node

• k. Cancel
■'
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.:••’ •.
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1
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;
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j

1
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.
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Figure 11. Inserting a New Record into the Technical Fields File
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CHAPTER III - NIHONGO TUTOR USER’S GUIDE

The Nihongo Tutor is an application designed primarily to assist
the user in studying; a technical article. The tutor keeps track of all
the requests invoked by the user in order to give appropriate
information and to update his personal database that reflects his
current Japanese competence. In addition, the tutor offers
supplemental functions such as text editing facilities. In summary,
the tutor allows the user to do the following:
• obtain information (meaning, structure, and pronunciation)
about Japanese text while studying an article
• access on-line electronic dictionaries
• edit text in Japanese or English
There are two modes of operation offered by the tutor: the “Learn
Text” mode and the “Edit” mode. The first one, which is the Standard
mode of the tutor, should be used by the user to get translation
information while studying an article. The second mode is available
to the user in order to transform the tutor into a basic word
processor.

3.1

Overview

The Nihongo Tutor functions are divided into six menus and
three sub-menus. The main menus are as follows:
Apple Menu. The apple menu allows the user to select one of the
standard desk accessories available from the Macintosh system.
File Menu. The file menu allows the user to do standard fib input
and output such as opening and saving text files. Normally the user
does not have to open a document himself since the tutor will
properly retrieve the article assigned to him by the Administrator.
The commands that this menu contains are:
— New
Get a new (and empty)^ untitled document.
Note: The user has to save the old contents of the text
window in order to keep it; otherwise the old contents
are irrecoverably removed.
Open
•■a

Open a previously saved text file and put the contents of the
file into the text window.
Note: U nderthe “Learn Text’’ mode, when the tutor retrieves
an article for the user to study, it also loads up an
associated translation file that keeps all the translation
information about that article. If the translation file is
not found, the translatioh fecilities in the “Functions”
menu will be disabled. The old contents of the text
window are irrecoverably disposed.
Save
Save the contents of the currently selected window as a text
document.

.
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— Save As
Save the contents of the currently selected window to a
user-defined file name.
— Revert
Revert the contents of the text window to the last saved
version.
— Page Setup
Set up the style for printing.
— Print
Print the text contents of the currently selected window.
Note: The font type must be either “Kyoto” or “Osaka” for the
proper printing of Japanese text by the printer.
Edit Menu. The edit menu allows the user to do standard text editing.
The text window is the only window that can be edited. The editing
facilities are available under the “Edit” mode (and disabled under the
“Learn Text” mode). The commands that this menu contains are:
— Undo
Undo the last action.
Notei Undo is not implemented in the current version.
-— Standard Editing Facilities
Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear and Select All.
— Find What
Specify a target string for searching and a replacement
string for substitution.

Find the first occurrence of the target string (as defined by
the “Find What” command) in the active, frontmost window
starting from the current insertion point.
Note: The searching is notwraparound i.e. it stops searching
Ottce it hits the end of the text.
—- Replace
Replace some selected text by the replacement string (as
defined by the “Find What” command) irt the active window.
Functions M enu. The functions menu provides the user with useful
translation facilities to assist the user in studying an article. The
translation facilities are available under the “Learn Text” mode (and
disabled under the “Edit” mode). The commands that this menu
contains are: v
— Edit
Activate the “Edit” mode by enabling the editing facilities
(and disabling the translation facilities). This command puts
the tutor into a mode in which it can be used to edit a text
file.
Note: The text window must be the active window.
— Learn Text
Activate
facilities
puts the
the user

VV

'■

the “Learn Text” mode by enabling the translation
(and disabling the editing facilities). This command
tutor into a mode in which it can be used to assist
in studying a technical article.

— Translation
Display information in the translation window about the
meaning (and possibly pronunciation) of any highlighted
text.

Full Translation
Display information in the translation window about the
meaning (and possibly pronunciation) of all the constituents
of any highlighted text.
Note: If the user double-clicks on any portion of a sentence,
the system will highlight the basic phrase under the
mouse. Further double-clicking will highlight the next
grammatical structure that encloses the highlighted
.:;v' "text.. ; ;
Character Information
Display information in the dictionary window about the
meanings and associated pronunciations of any highlighted
Kanji.
Note: This command is available only if the Character
dictionary is the current dictionary,
Search Dictionary
Search one of the electronic dictionaries by one of the
following keys: Kanji, Katakana, Hiragana, Nelson’s dictionary
reference number, radical number, stroke count, or English
translation. If the search is successful, all relevant
information will be displayed in the dictionary window.
Radical Information
Display a list of radicals with their associated radical
numbers.
F o n t. .
Display a list of available font types in the “Font Type” sub
menu.
Note: All three windows display the same font type.

Display a list of available font sizes in the “Font Size” sub.-,
-..rnenu..:'
Note: All three windows display the same font size.
Dictionary Menu. The dictionary menu allows the user to select an
electronic dictionary to be used by the “ Search Dictionary” command.
The dictionaries available are a Kanjx character dictionary, a Kanji
compound dictionary, a list of specialty dictionaries and a Grammar
dictionary. The commands that this menu contains are:
— Character Dictionary
Select the Character dictionary as the current dictionary.
— Compound Dictionary
Select the Kanji
dictionary.

Compound dictionary i as the current

— Specialty Dictionary
Display the list of specialty dictionaries in the “Specialty
Dictionary” sub-menu.
Note: Any specialty dictionary selected in the “Specialty
Dictionary” sub-menu will be set to be the current
dictionary.
Grammar Dictionary
Select the Grammar dictionary as the current dictionary.

Windows Menu. The user can select one of three windows to be the
active, frontriibst window by using commands available from the
window menu. The tdxt Window displays the contents of an article
Whereas the translation window shows the translation information
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associated with that article. The dictionary window presents the
information available from the electronic dictionaries. The commands
that this menu contains are:
■

T e x t ■
Select the text window as the active window.
— Translation
Select the translation window as the active window.
— Dictionary
Select the dictionary window as the the active window

30
3.2 Text Editing
Under the “Edit” mode, all the editing facilities are enabled in
the “Edit” menu whereas the translation facilities are disabled. A
typical editing session would consist of the following;
— choosing the “Edit” command front the “Functions” menu,
— choosing the “Open” command from the “File” menu to open
an old document,or choosing the “New” command from the
“File” menu to create a new document*
— entering text (see the KanjiTalk manual) into the text
window, and possibly using the standard editing facilities
such as cut, copy, paste, etc, front the “Edit” menu,
— saving the contents of the text window in a text file by using
either the “Save” or“ Save As” command from the “File”
menu after all editing work is completed.

3.3 Text Display
The text contents of a file can be displayed in the windows
with different font types and sizes. However, for the proper display
of Japanese text, the user must choose either the “Kyoto” font or the
“Osaka” font.
The following example shows how to set the text to be
displayed in “Kyoto” font with 24-point size.
Font Type. Select “Kyoto” from the “Font Type” sub-menu to get a
new text display (see figure 12).
Font Size. Select “24” from the “Font Size” sub-menu to get a new text
display (see figure 13).
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Figure 13. An Example of Selecting a Font Size

3.4 Text Comprehension
When a student logs on to the Nihongo Tutor, he must provide
his user name so that the tutor can retrieve the article assigned by
the Administrator as his lesson. Once the tutor succeeds in finding
this article, the text contents will be displayed in the text window
(see' figure 14).
—
” :.
If the student has difficulty with some Japanese text in the
technical article, the tutor will assist him by offering useful
information such as English translations, pronunciations, electronic
dictionaries, syntactic analysis, etc. The following commands provide
information at different levels:
T r a n s la tio n . Highlight text in the text window and choose
“Translation” from the “Functions” menu to get information about the
entire selected text (see figure 15).
Full Translation. Highlight text in the text window and choose “Full
Translation” from the “Functions” menu to get information about all
the constituents of the selected text (see figure 16). This command
provides syntactic analysis about a Japanese clause by showing
information (such as meaning, word boundary, etc) about each of its
individual constituents.
If the user double-clicks on any portion of a sentence, the
system will highlight the word under the mouse. Further double
clicking will highlight the next grammatical structure that encloses
the highlighted text (see figure 17). This facility provides another
method ofv.:obtainirig^'word':/%mndary'-' and structural information for a
'sentence.
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Rlease enter your user name;
Nelson Leung
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(a) Select the Full Translate command
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(b) Translation information about all the
constituents of the selected text
Figure 16. An E xam ple o f Full Translation
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(d) Result of three double-clicks
Figure 17. An E xam ple o f D ou b le-G lick in g

Character Information. Highlight a Kanji in the text window and
choose “Character Info” from the “Functions” menu to get information
about the Kanji from the Character dictionary. As shown in figure 18,
the information from the dictionary includes three numbers which
are the Andrew Nelson’s character dictionary reference dumber, the
radical number and the stroke count for the Kanji respectively,
followed by the kun and on readings with associated meanings.
Note: Only one character can be highlighted and it must be a Kanji.
The current dictionary must be the Character dictionary.
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(a) Select the Character Info command
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(b) Character Information
F igure 18. A n E xam ple o f G etting Character Inform ation
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3.5 Electronic Dictionaries
The electronic dictionaries provide the user with general
definitions (and possibly pronunciations) about Japanese text or
characters. Since each electronic dictionary contains different
information, the nser must select the correct dictionary before
requesting information. The following describes how to use different
search commands to obtain information from various electronic
dictionaries:
Character Dictionary. Cboose ^Character” from the “Dictionary” menu
to select the Character dictionary (which contains the list of Joyo
Kanji) as the current dictionary and then use one of the following
search keys from the “Search Dictionary” sub-menu:
— Kanji
Choose “Kanji” when either the Kanji is already displayed in
any one of the three windows or the Kanji can be entered
from the keyboard (by providing its readings). Enter the
Kanji into the search box and hit the Ok button (see figure
19). Information about the Kanji will then be displayed from
the dictionary.
-K an a(K atak an ao rH irag an a)
Choose “Katakana” or “Hiragana” when the readings of a
Kanji are known. The “Katakana” command is used for
entering the on readings of the Kanji whereas the “Hiragana”
command is used for its kun readings. Enter the reading into
the search box and hit the Ok button (see figure 20).
Information about the Kanji will then be displayed from the
dictionary.
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(a) Select the Kanji option

(b) Enter the Kanji
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(c) Character information
Figure 19. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by a
Kanji

Please e ntera string of characters:
[Cancel]
(a) Enter an "On" reading (in Katakana)
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(b) Character Information
Figure 20. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by
' ' '
Readings
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Nelson’s Dictionary Reference Number
Choose ‘‘Nelson Dictipnary’’ when the Nelson’s Dictionary
reference number of a Kanji is known. Enter the reference
number into the search box and hit the Gk button (see figure
21). information about the Kanji will then be displayed from
the dictionary.
Radical Number
Choose “Radicals” to search for all Kanji categorized under a
radical number. Enter the radical number into the search
box and hit the Ok button (see figure 22). Information about
all Kartji with the Same radical number will then be
displayed from the dictionary. More information about any
desired Kanji in the list can be obtained by highlighting the
Kanji and then usihg the search by “Kanji” function.
Note: Choose “Radical Info” from the “Functions” menu if you
need help with a radical number.
Stroke Counts
Chpose ‘‘Stroke Count” to search for all Kanji categorized
under a particular stroke count. Enter the stroke count into
the search box and hit the Ok button (see figure 23).
Information about all Kanji with the same stroke count will
then be displayed from the dictionary. More information
about any desired Kanji in the list can be obtained by
highlighting the Kanji and then using the search by “Kanji”
function.
English Translation
Choose “English” to search for all Kanji that include a
particular English meaning. Enter the English text into the
search box and hit the Ok button (see figure 24).
Information about all Kanji containing the same English text
will then be displayed from the dictionary.

Please enter a Nelson’s Dictionary Ref, number:

Cancel
(a) Enter a Nelson's Dictionary reference number
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Dictionary reference number =1511 :
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F\ $ 5 , F degree, measure, limit; times
It U times
(b) Character Information
Figure 21. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by a
Nelson’s Dictioiiary Reference Number

(a) Enter the radical number
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(b) All Joyo Kanji with the same radical number
Figure 22. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by a
Radical Number
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(b) All the Joyo Kanji with the same stoke count
Figure 23. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by a
Stroke Count

Please enter a string of characters

(a) Enter some English text
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The following phrase(s) has meaning related to
accelerate:
?§ ==> Number=4700 Radical = 162 Strokes = 10
V5 ; (3V (O') s t f r (
fast,quick;prompt
(3 ($b 3 ) quicken,accelerate

(b) Character information containing the same English text
Figure 24. An Example of Searching the Character Dictionary by
English Translation
^

Kanji Compound Dictionary. Choose “Compound” from the “Dictionary”
menu to select the Compound- dictionary (which currently contains
1,000 of the most frequently occurring Kanji compounds) as the
current dictionary. The dictionary can be searched by entering some
Kanji, a Hjraganareading or any English translation. As shown in
figure 25, if only one Kanji character is entered, all relevant Kanji
compounds Containing this Kanji will be displayed from the
Compound dictionary with their associated meanings and readings.
Specialty Dictionary. Choose -Communications” from the “Specialty
Dictionary” sub-menu to select the Communications dictionary as the
current dictionary. The Communications dictionary can be searched
by entering Kanji, a Katakana or Hiragana phrase, or any English
translation. In response to some entered characters, all relevant
entries containing these characters will be displayed from the
Specialty dictionary (see figure 26).
Grammar Dictionary. Choose “Grammar” from the “Dictionary” menu
to select the Grammar dictionary as the current dictionary. The
Grammar dictionary can be searched by entering some Kanji, a
Hiragana phrase, or any English translation.
If a complete grammatical structure is entered, the first entry
of this structure in the Grammar dictionary will be displayed (see
figure 27). The displayed information includes possible English
translations, and a general description of this grammatical structure
followed by examples of its usage. The “More Example” button should
be Clicked by the user if he wants to see the next example. To get the
next entry in the Grammar dictionary about the same structure, the
user should click the “Next” button (see figure 28). When the user
finishes studying the structure, he should click the “Ok” button.
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P leaseentera string QfKanji
Cancel
(b) Enter a Kanji
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(a) Select the special Communications dictionary

Please enter a string of characters;
satellite communication!
[Cancel]
(b) Enter some English text
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(c) All entries* containing the same English text
* The information in this figure is provided Com
the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Figure 26. An E xam ple o f Searching the Sp ecialty D ic tio n a r y for an
E n glish T ext String :
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Grammar Information
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English translations:
be;
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(c) Information** about the grammatical structure
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by Makino and Tsutsui
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F igure 27. An E xam ple o f Searching the Grammar D ictionary by a
C o m p lete G ram m atical Structure

Grammarlnformation
Japanese phrase: 0 3
English translations:
English descriptions
AnanimatethingexistsJ

Example of usage
Japanese
Translation Lee is in this dorm
[ More example I
(a) Hit the Next button to get more information

Grammar Information
Japanese phrase: (,v3
English descriptions:
English translations:
Someone or something is
have done something
doing something he or it
started some time ago, or
Example of usage
Japanese
Translation Mr. Sasaki is drinking sake

(b) Hit the Qk button to finish
* The information in this figure is extracted from
by Makino and Tsutsui
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F igure 28. R equ estin g M ore E xam ples for a G ram m atical Structure
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The Grammar dictionary can also be searched for all entries
which contain a partial Japanese text string (see figure 29). All
entries in the Grammar dictionary containing this partial text string
will then be displayed.
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(a) Enter the partial grammatical structure

Grammar Information
Japanese phrase: (tf tJ
English descriptions:
English translations:
A particle which indicates
only;
just;
that something is the only
be ready to do something;
thing or state which exists;

The dessert is ready to eat.
More example )
(b) Information* about this grammatical structure
♦ The information in this figure is extracted from
by Makino and Tsutsui
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Figure 29. An Example of Searching the Grammar Dictionary for All
Entires Including the Partial Text
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CHAPTER IV

PARSE TREE EDITOR USER’S GUIDE

The Parse Tree Editor is an application designed to assist the
user in preparing technical articles for the Nihongo tutorial system.
The editor incorporates important .''-translation' information about a
technical article into an internal format that can be used by the tutor.
In summary, the functions of the editor are as follows:
• build up the translation file (parse tree) of an article
• obtain information from a translation file
• modify the translation information of an article
• edit text in Japanese Or English
There are two modes Of operation available: the "Auto Setup"
mode and the "Manual Setup" mode. The "Auto Setup" mode provides
the maximum amount of assistance from the editor and should be
considered to be the standard mode. The "Manual Setup" mode
allows the more sophisticated User to modify the translation
information of an article under certain circumstances.
The primary function of the editor is to “setup parse tree”.
However, it offers additional functions Such as “editing” for inputing
and modifying text. For instance, the user can use the editing
facilities of the editor to create a document and then apply the parse
tree facilities to construct parse trees for each sentence in the article.
The following sections give descriptions; of the functions of the
Parse Tree Editor as well as some examples for illustration. Notes are
given at points that need special attention. Warnings are given when
a particular action may require caution.

4.1 Overview
The Parse Tree Editor provides the user with functions that are
divided into six menus and six sub-menus and two modes of
operation. The main menus are as follows:
Apple Menu. The apple menu allows the user to select one of the
standard desk accessories available from the Macintosh system.
File Menu. The file menu allows the user to do standard file input
and output such as opening and saving text files. The commands that
this menu contains are:
— New
Get a new (and empty), untitled document.
Note: The user has to save the old contents of the text
window in order to keep it; otherwise the old contents
are irrecoverably removed.
— Open
Open a previously saved text file and put the contents of the
file into the text window.
Note: Under the “Setup Parse Tree” function, when the editor
opens a text file, it also loads up an associated
translation file that keeps all the translation
information about that article. There will be warnings
if no such translation file is found. The old contents of
the text window are irrecoverably removed.
— Save
Save the contents of the currently selected window as a text
document.
Note: The contents of the text window and data window will
be saved as a text document whereas those of the

parse tree window are saved as a MacPaint picture. If
the picture of a parse tree has to be saved, only the
full size of the screen can be stored in a file.
— Save As;'"':;,
Save the contents of the Currently selected window with a
user-defined file name.
— Revert
Revert the contents of the text window to the last saved
: version.-:;
— Page Setup
Set up the style for printing.
— Print
Print the contents of the currently selected text or data
window.
Note: The font type must be either “Kyoto” or “Osaka” for the
proper printing of Japanese text by the printer.
Edit Menu. The edit menu allows the user to do standard text editing.
The text window is the only window that can be edited. The editing
facilities are available under the “Edit” function (and disabled under
the “Setup Parse Tree” function). The commands that this menu
contains are:

— undo ;:
Undo the last action.
Note: Undo is not implemented in the current version.
— Standard Editing Facilities
Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear and Select All.

Find What
Specify a target string for searching and a replacement
string for substitution.

Find the first occurrence of the target string (as defined by
the “Find What” command) in the text or data window
starting from the current insertion point.
Note: The searching is not wraparound i.e. it stops searching
once it hits the end of the text.
— Replace '
Replace some selected text by the replacement string (as
defined by the “Find What” command) in the active window.
Functions M enu . The functions menu provides the user with useful
facilities for constructing or modifying a parse tree. Some commands
may be disabled under the "Auto Setup" mode. The commands that
this menu contains are:
— Edit
Activate the “Edit” mode by enabling the editing facilities
(and disabling the parse tree facilities). This command puts
the editor into a mode in which it can be used to edit a text
file.
Note: The text window must be the active window.
— Setup Parse Tree
Activate the “Setup Parse Tree” mode by enabling the parse
tree facilities (and disabling the editing facilities). This
command puts the editor into a mode in which it can be
used to construct parse trees.

Build
The "Build" sub-menu offers commands to configure or
modify a parse tree, and to transform the translation
information of an article into an internal data format. A
typical user does not need to use any commands in this sub
menu except when he watits to manually build or change a
parse tree. The sub-menu displays the following commands:
(a) Parse Tree
Construct the configuration of a parse tree by defining
the leaf nodes (the basic building blocks), and joining
these nodes together in the parse tree window (see the
“Operation” menu).
(b) Data
Transfer the translation information of an article into an
internal format to be displayed in the data window.
■(c) Node
Create an additional node (which is displayed in the
parse tree window that shows all the nodes) in the
parse tree of the last sentence just processed. This
command should only be used under exceptional
:; eircum stances.;
■■.
Note: The "Build Parse Tree" and "Build Node" commands are
available under the "Manual Setup" mode (and
disabled under the "Auto Setup" mode).
Translation
The "Translation" sub-menu allows the user to provide
English translations for a sentence as well as a node. The
user should choose the “Sentence Translation” command if
he wants to start constructing the parse tree. This menu
displays the following commands:

(a) Sentence
Allow the user to provide the English translation of a
sentence highlighted in the text window.
Note: In the "Auto Setup" mode, this command
automatically calls upon the "Build Parse Tree"
command to configure the parse tree.
(b) Node
Allow the user to provide the English translation and
Japanese reading of a node highlighted in the text
window.
Note: This command is only available in the "Manual
Setup" mode.
Information
The "Information" sub-menu provides useful commands to
allow the user to obtain the translation information about an
article at different levels: a sentence, a parse tree, or a node,
The sub-menu displays the following commands:
(a) Parse Tree
Display the configuration of a parse tree in the parse
tree window.
(b) Sentence
Display the translation information of a sentence,
(c) Node
Display the translation information of a node.
Note: These commands may not be used to modify any
translation information.

- Check Node
The "Check" sub-menu allows the user to apply
supplemental checking routines on the structure of a parse
tree. A typical user does not need to use the commands in
this sub-menu except when he wants to ensure that a parse
tree is properly configured. ThO sub-menu displays the
following command:
Node ■
Access a node by a special method which is the
combination of its sentence identification number and
node identification number. The correct procedure to
access a node is to highlight its text in the text window.
However, since each node is assigned a unique node
number within a sentence, the combination of the
sentence and node numbers provides another method to
access a node.
Note: This command is only available in the "Manual
Setup" mode. It should only be used under
exceptional circumstances.
— Font
Display a list of available font types in the “Font Type” sub
menu.
Size :

■

Display a list of available font sizes in the “Font Size” sub
menu. y y
yy.^
Operation Menu. The "Operation" menu offers two sets of functions.
The first set allows the user to specify the mode of operation
whereas the second set is the “Join Nodes’’ facilities that are used to
join nodes together while the user is configuring a parse tree. The
"Join Nodes" facilities are only enabled when the user is configuring a
parse tree. The commands that this menu contains are:

— Auto Setup
Aetiyate the "Auto Setup" mode so that the editor provides
the maximum amount of assistance to the user. This mode
should always be selected to be the standard mode while
constructing parse trees.
— Manual Setup
Activate the "Manual Setup" mode to allow the user to
change translation information about an article. This
command enables certain useful commands in the
“Functions” menu that are used to modify translation
information.
— Join Nodes
Create a new node (the parent node) in the parse tree
window and connect it to the highlighted nodes (the child
nodes).
Note: Most of the commands in the "Functions" menu are
disabled until the "Join Nodes" operation is completed.
--- Join Nodes Done
Inform the editor that the "Join Nodes" operation has been
completed.
Note: In the "Auto Setup" mode, this command automatically
calls upon the "Node Translation" command to get the
translation information for each node.
Windows Menu. The user can select one of three windows to be the
active, frontmost window by using commands available from the
window menu. The text window displays the contents of an article
whereas the parse tree window shows the configuration of the parse
tree pertaining to the currently selected sentence. The data window
presents the translation information about the article. The commands
that this menu contains are:

Select the text window as the active window.
Note: If the user double-clicks on any portion of a sentence,
the editor will highlight the Pasic phrase under the
mouse. Further double-clicking will highlight the next
grammatical structure that encloses the highlighted
text.
p a rse ' "Tree'-"-;'
Select the parse tree window as the active window.
Note: If the user double-clicks on the rectangular box of a
node, the editor will bring up a dialog box showing the
translation information of that node.
D a ta :
Select the data window as the the active window.

4.2 Text Editing
Under the/.“Edit”'mode, all the editing facilities are enabled in
the “Edit” menu whereas the translation facilities are disabled. A
typical editing session would consist of the following:
— choosing the “Edit” command from the “Functions” menu,
— choosing the “Open” command from the “File” menu to open
an old document, or choosing the “New” command from the
“File” menu to create a new document,
— entering text (see the KanjiTalk manual) into the text
window, and possibly using the standard editing facilities
such as cut, copy, paste, etc, from the “Edit’’ menu,
— saving the contents of the text window in a text file by using
either the “Save” or “Save As” command from the “File”
menu after all editing work is completed.

4.3 Text Display
The text contents of a file can be displayed in the windows
with different font types and sizes. The user should choose the font
type that he wants from the "Font Type" sub-menu and select the
best font size from the "Font Size" sub-menuv Any change in the font
type or size affects only the text and data windows; the parse tree
window is not affected.
Note: FOr the proper display of Japanese text, the font type must be
set to be either the “Kyoto” font or the “Osaka” font.

4.4 Constructing a P^se Tree
There are two modes of operation that the user can use while
constructing the^ parse tree of a sentence. The "Auto Setup" mode,
which is the standard mode, provides the maximum amount of
assistance from the editor. The "Manual Setup" mode provides the
user with considerable flexibility in modifying selected portions of a
parse tree, however it should only be invoked by experienced users.
To construct the parse trees for an article in the "Auto Setup"
mode, the following procedure should be followed:
• highlight the boundary of a sentence and choose the
“Sentence Translation” command from the “Functions” menu
to provide an English translation for the entire sentence,
• highlight the boundary of each leaf node (basic block) of the
sentence,
Note: Under the “Manual Setup” mode, the user would select
the “Build Parse Tree’Vcomuiand from the “Build” sub
menu to invoke this step.
• highlight all sibling nodes and choo$e the “Join Nodes”
command from the “Operation” menu to join the nodes
together to form parent nodes,
• choose the “Join Nodes Done” command from the “Operation”
menu when the “Join Node” operation has been completed,
• provide translations for each node,
Notel Under the “ Manual Setup” mode, the user would select
the “Node Translation” command from the
Translation” sub-menu to invoke this step.
choose the “Save” command fronri the “File” menu in order to
keep the contents of the data window (which captures all of
thh translation information of each parse tree) in a
translation file.

Note: The file name of the translation file will be the article
name in the text window followed by the ".tr"
■
extension.
The above steps are repeated for each sentence until the entire
article is processed. The user must save any partial work if he wants
to finish the rest of the process later. If something wrong has been
done while constructing a parse tree, such as providing the wrong
English translation or joining the Wrong nodes together, the user can
use the "Manual Setup" mode to correct the errors. However, if there
are more serious problems like the partitioning of leaf nodes is not
correct, it is simpler to restart the process from the first Step. To test
whether the translation information of an article is correct or not, the
user can use the commands available in the "Information" sub-menu.
Note: Remember to save the translation information in the data
window occasionally.
Warning: Each sentence must be processed in sequence, i.e. process
the first sentence, then the second Sentence, arid soon. In a
sentence, all single text characters, including any
punctuation marks, all embedded spaces, carriage return,
etc, must belong to a node. The translation for all
punctuation marks must be included as well. The tutor will
not function properly if any characters in an article are left
unprocessed.
The following exatriple describes the steps required to build up
a parse tree for a single sentence in the "Auto Setup" mode.
Example I . Constructing a Parse Tree
The system must be in the "Auto Setup" mode.
(a) Highlight the sentence and choose "Sentence Translation"
from the "Translation" sub-tnenu. A sentence dialog box
will appear. The user should type in the English translation

for the entire sentence in the actual translation box. Then
click the OK button (see figure 30).
(b) The leaf node dialog box will now appear. The user should
highlight the next basic node of the sentence and click the
OK button. This step allows the user to identify the word
boundaries of the sentence. The node just highlighted will
be removed for processing (see figure 31). Repeat this
procedure until the entire sentence has been processed.
(c) The parse tree window will then become the frontmost
window with all leaf nodes aligned in the left margin.
Highlight all sibling nodes and choose "Join Nodes" from the
“Operation” menu: A parent node will be created having
the highlighted nodes as children. Keep joining the nodes
until the structure of the parse tree has been completed.
Choose "Join Nodes Done" when it is finished (see figure
■ 32).
(d) The system then prompts the user for translation
information of each node in the node dialog box. The
suggested translation box displays the information
provided by the user during the last construction (or
possibly any relevant information provided by a machine
assisted translator in future implementations). Enter the
English translation in the actual translation box and then
click the Next button. Also enter the pronunciation
information if the node is a leaf node containing at least
one Kanji (see figure 33). Keep providing translation
information until all nodes have been processed.
(e) The translation information for the entire sentence will
now be displayed in the data window. The contents of the
data window are represented in a special internal format
so that the typical user does not heed to be concerned
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about the details of the data window. At this point it is a good
idea to save this data.
Repeat the above steps for each sentence until the entire article
is processed.
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4.5 Retrieving Information
The parse tree editor allows the user to examine all of the
translation information of a sentence by using the commands
available in the "Information" sub-menu. The user is also able to
visualize the configuration of a parse tree as well as the translation
information pertaining to a sentence or a node. These facilities help
the user to make sure that the translation information of an article is
correct.
S en ten ce. Highlight the sentence in the text window and choose
"Sentence Information" from the "Information" sub-menu. A
sentence dialog box will then appear showing all the translation
information of the sentence (see figure 34). Click the Next button to
know more about the text information stored in the current sentence.
Click the OK button when finished.
Parse Tree. Highlight the sentence in the text window and choose
"Parse Tree Information" from the.v .^Information" ■ sub-menu. The
parse tree of the sentence will be displayed in the parse tree window
(see figure 35).
N o d e . Highlight a node in the text window and choose "Node
Information" from the "Information" sub-menu A node dialog box
will appear showing all the relevant information of the node (see
figure 36).
Note: The user can double-click on the rectangular box of a node in
the parse tree window to get the same node information.
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In addition to these commands, the "Functions" menu provides
an additional command to access a node by its sentence identification
nuniber and node identification number. This command allows the
user to perform special checks to ensure that the structure of a parse
tree is properly configured. A typical user does not need to use this
command except under unusual circumstances. To use this command,
choose "Check Node" from the "Check" sub-menu. Enter the two
numbers and click the OK button. The node information dialog box
will then appear (see figure 37).
Note: This command depends only on identification numbers to
access a node. The user is also able to modify the translation
information of the node by using this command.
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4.6 ModifyingTranslation Information
The "Manual Setup" mode
translation information of an
translation information is correct,
from the "Information" sub-menu.
to do the following:

allows the user to modify selected
article. To check whether the
the user can choose the commands
The Parse Tree Editor pun be used

• alter the English translation or Japanese reading of a node
• modify the configuration of a parse tree by changing link
connections
• adjust a parse tree by creating new nodes.
The following examples illustrate how
information in the "Manual Setup" mode.

to

modify

translation

Example 2. Modify English Translation
The system must be in the "Manual Setup" mode.
(a) Highlight the node in the text window and choose "Node
Translation" from the "Translation" sub-menu (see figure
38). Click the Translation button to get the old English
translation text in the suggested translation box. Enter the
new English translation in the actual translation box and
click the OK button (see figure 39). Click the Next button to
step through the other translation information such as
pronunciation or child nodes.
(b) Choose "Node Information" from the "Information" sub
menu to make sure that the new translation information is
correct.
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Figure 38. An Example of Modifying the Translation
Information of a Node
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Example 3,

Modify Parse Tree Configuration by Changing Link
Connection.

The user should choose the "Manual Setup" mode from
the "Operation" menu. Assume that the configuration of a parse
tree is to be changed as shown in figure 40. To change the link
connection, the following steps should be performed:
(a) Highlight the text of node I in the text window and choose
“Node Translation” from the “Translation” sub-menu. Click
the Parent button to get the old parent link. Change the
parent node of node I from node 5 to node 6 and click the
OK button (see figure 41).
(b) Highlight the text of node 5 in the text window and choose
“Node Translation” from the “Translation” sub-menu. Click
the Children button to get the old child node list. Remove
node I from the child node list of node 5 and click the OK
button (see figure 42).
Note: The child nodes must be separated by commas.
(c) Highlight the text of node 6 in the text window and choose
“Node Translation” from the “Translation” sub-menu. Click
the Children button to get the old child node list. Add node
I to the child node list of node 6 and click the OK button.
The editor will display the new configuration of the parse tree
in the parse tree window.
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Figure? 40, An Example of Modifying a Parse Tree
Configuration by Changing Link Connections
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Example 4. Modify Parse Tree Configuration by Creating a New Node.
The user should choose the "Manual Setup" mode from
the "Operation" menu. Assume that the configuration of a parse
tree is to be changed as shown in figure 43. To create the
additional node, which is node 5 in figure 43, the user should
choose "Build Node" from the "Build" sub-menu. As shown in
figure 44, the new node will be displayed in the parse tree
window, The user can create as many extra nodes as he needs
if the parse tree belongs to the last processed sentence. To
correct the link information, the following steps should be
performed:
(a) Highlight the text of node 5 in the text window and choose
“Node Translation” from the “Translation” sub-menu. Click
the Children button to get the old child node list. Add node
I to the child node list of node 5.
(b) Choose "Check Node" from the “Check” sub-menu to access
node 4. Click the Children button to get the old child node
list. Remove node I from the child node list of node 4.
(c) Highlight the text of node I in the text window and choose
“Node Translation” from the “Translation” sub-menu. Click
the Parent button to get the old parent link. Change the
parent node of node I from node 4 to node 5.
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An Example of Modifying a Parse Tree Configuration
by Creating a New Node
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